
Introduction: The advanced physics laboratory, typically taken during the spring of the junior
year, is the first course in a two-course sequence meant to prepare students for their senior
theses. With its emphasis on experimental techniques, it complements the fall-semester senior
seminar, which concentrates on library and presentation techniques. The course is team-taught
but experiments are supervised by nearly all members of the department. This gives greater
flexibility in assigning instructors to the course and also allows nearly everyone in the
department to participate in some way.

Student background: Students typically will have had a minimum of two semesters of
physics laboratory before taking this course, one semester of introductory physics laboratory
plus one semester of sophomore modern physics laboratory. Most junior physics majors will
also either have already taken the sophomore-level electronics course or be taking it
concurrently with the junior lab.

Structure of the course: The core of the course is experimental work. The semester starts
with a two-week construction project using the machine shop. Students are then given a list of 8-
12 experiments of which they will carry out four over the semester. Each experiment takes about
two weeks to complete and the students have an additional week to prepare a written report. The
last three weeks of the semester are devoted to an independent project of the student’s
choosing. The course also has a twice-weekly lecture component. Some of the class lectures
provide background material for course experiments that otherwise would have to be delivered
during the laboratory period. Other class lectures deal with generally useful experimental or data
analysis techniques. The lecture time slot also provides a convenient time for student
presentations.

We require one textbook, Taylor’s Introduction to Error Analysis and also assign readings from
Building Scientific Apparatus by Moore, Davis, & Coplan (which is currently out of print, or we
would require it as well). The few written assignments that are not lab reports consist of
problems from Taylor.

Experiments offered: The list below gives all the experiments that have been offered between
spring 2006 and spring 2009. To some extent experiments are offered that showcase major pieces
of equipment in the department, such as the SEM and the 1-meter telescope. In any given spring
the menu of experiments is determined by which faculty are available to supervise advanced
experiments, and nearly everyone in the department proposes at least one experiment to
supervise. In this way the entire department is involved in the advanced lab at least peripherally
and the burden of the course does not lie completely on the two co-instructors. It also allows
greater flexibility in choosing possible instructors, since it is not necessary that either or both
instructors be conversant with all experiments. Students are given a choice of about eight
experiments, for which they give a rank-ordered list of their preferences. The experiment
assignments are determined largely by student choice, with some practical considerations of
faculty load folded in.

Anomalous Zeeman Effect
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS with SEM)
Entropy of Liquid Helium
High Tc Superconductivity
Holography
Michelson Interferometry
Monte Carlo Methods in Computational Physics
Nanotubes & Microscopy (AFM and SEM)
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Plasma Discharges
Polymer Thin Films & Lithography
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometry (QMS or RGA)
Three-color Astronomical Imaging at the Table Mountain Observatory
X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRD)

,

Lecture-period schedule summary:
Basic statistical methods (3 lecture periods: standard deviation of the mean, linear 

regression, chi-square fitting)
Basic machine shop methods (2 lecture periods: taught by the department machinist)
Optical techniques and instruments (3 lecture periods)
Labview (2 lecture periods)
Vacuum techniques (2 lecture periods)
Temperature control (1 lecture period)
Magnetic resonance imaging (1 lecture period, taught by chemist)
High-temperature superconductivity (1 lecture period)
Carbon nanotubes (1 lecture period)
X-rays and x-ray crystallography (2 lecture periods)
Liquid helium (1 lecture period)
Microscopy, especially AFM and SEM (1 lecture period)
Nobel-Prize reports (2 lecture periods; student presentations)
Project proposals (2 lecture periods; student presentations)

Course features we think are (more or less) novel: The final piece of student work
is a project which is described in the course syllabus in this way: “The idea here is for you to
choose any lab or demonstration that you have seen (either here, online, or in a text),
significantly redesign the experiment in a way that will make it much better, and construct the
equipment you have designed.” For many of our majors this is the first time they have had
full responsibility for design and construction of such a project and they are understandably
diffident about selecting a topic. To find an appropriate project, we encourage students to
consult back issues of The American Journal of Physics and the demonstration and lab
“wish lists” of members of the department for ideas, although students also come up with
project topics from their own casual reading. While the project is not, strictly speaking, a
“mini-thesis,” it does give juniors some sense of the pitfalls of an experimental senior thesis,
particularly the empirical result that a project involving equipment construction and
debugging typically takes at least five times as long as expected.

Students submit four different pieces of work for the project: the physical apparatus for the
project, a written report describing its operation and the science it illustrates, and two oral
presentations, one a project proposal and the other final presentation. To give students
some experience with giving a scientific presentation before the project proposal, we also
assign a presentation earlier in the semester on an experiment of the student’s choosing that
won a Nobel prize in physics. Students receive feedback on all their presentations from both
the course instructors and their peers, using an evaluation form designed by one of the
course instructors.

The list below is a complete list of the projects completed in 2007 through 2009. The
graphics on this poster show illustrations from a few of the completed projects.

Standing waves on a Ruben’s tube (Bryant Foresman)
Shattering wine glasses with sound (Erika Nelson)
Measuring the speed of sound in a liquid using Raman-Nath diffraction (Kevin Popper)
Shrinking a quarter (Ian Frank)
An introductory physics lab comparing the efficiencies of incandescent and fluorescent 

light bulbs (Gordy Stecklein)
Construction of a rail gun (Alex Zylstra)
Making aerogels (Dan Sedlacek)
Construction of a Paul trap (Dan Beeler)
Ferrofluids (James Wendt)
Studying human-exerted forces with a piezoelectric detector (Kevin Kelley)
A new introductory physics experiment using the Fluke Thermal Imager (Scott Berkley)
Measuring coherence functions with a Michelson interferometer (Kevin Byram)
Qualitative and quantitative stereoscopy (Caroline Fernandez)
Lippmann color photography (Eric Stutz)
Making polarizing films (Garrett Pin)
Finding the charge on the electron using shot noise (Arolyn Conwil)
Constructing and experimenting with a vortex chamber (Joel Shuman)
Using Wii remotes to generate music (Nick George)

Abstract: The advanced laboratory course, required of all Pomona physics and astronomy majors, is intended to expose
physics/astronomy majors to some standard techniques of experimental physics. The core of the course consists of a “menu” of about
a dozen advanced experiments of which students choose four. Several of them are suggested by faculty research interests and two
are done in cooperation with the chemistry and geology departments. The course also includes instruction in basic machine shop
techniques, the analysis of experimental data, and a brief introduction to Labview. The culmination of the course is an independent
project of the student’s choice, design, and construction.
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First railgun test: Sparking in the rail gun 
and velocity vs. range data.

The effects of the shrinking process in the quarter shrinker.  The 
student report closes with the disarming comment, “The quarter 
shrinker has the potential for being a great classroom demonstration 
if some safety issues are addressed.”

Change in radius (of a copper 
blank) vs. capacitor voltage in 
the quarter shrinker.

The shop project
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